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COFFEE SHEET
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EL MADRIGAL
COLOMBIA DETAILS

Located close to San Antonio Village, La Madrigal is a 
highly elevated farm, sitting at 1970 masl. This farm is 
managed by Hector Jojoa Insandara, who is a highly 
experienced farmer. His farm is split into two plots. The top 
section produces Castillo & Colombia varieties and the 
lower part of his farm produces Typica and Yellow 
Colombia trees.7 years ago Hector replanted his entire 
farm to increase the overall quality of the co�ee by having 
proper spacing between trees, proper shading on plants, 
added beehives, irrigation systems and a co�ee nursery.

Hector knows that having a diverse range of plants is key 
to keeping the soil healthy and moist. On his farm there are 
bananas, oranges, mangos, grapes and tangerine fruits. 
He has been working in the agriculture business for a long 
time gaining experience working with many di�erent 
vegetables and fruits. Hector has built all of the drying 
tables, fermentation tanks and channels by himself with 
incredibly high precision. 

Hectors goal is to send his 4 children to school in Pasto and 
pay for their English language courses so they can get their 
education up to University Level. 

His washing process it the most unique in the area. Fully 
ripe cherries are harvested and kept on the drying tables 
for up to 4 hours. They are then moved to large BPA free 
buckets for wet fermentation which lasts up to 15 hours. 
Everything is done manually by Hector, his family and 
neighbours. 

The results are amazing, in the cup expect lots of 
sweetness due to careful sorting, high viscosity in body 
with �avours of Cashew, Blueberry Jam and Creamy 
mouthfeel. 

200  ̊ - 205  ̊F / 93  ̊ - 96  ̊ F

49thco�ee.com @49th

FILTER
SINGLE ORIGIN

ELEVATION: 1800 M.A.S.L.

COUNTRY: COLOMBIA

FILTER BREWING

LOCATIONS

1G COFFEE TO 16-17G WATER

20 - 21%

1.38 - 1.41%

REGION: SAN ANTONIO, NARINO

VARIETY: CASTILLO, COLOMBIA, TYPICA  

ELEVATION: 

COUNTRY: 

REGION: 

VARIETY: 

HARVEST: 2018

PROCESS: WASHED

ROAST LEVEL: LIGHT FILTER ROAST

SMALL HOLDERS: HECTOR JOJOA TUSANDARA

CASHEW · BLUEBERRY JAM · CREAMY 
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